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pioneer on the Board of
Trustees said of Hallaven
"Carl refers to himself as a
dropout I wish Rochester
had more dropouts like
him". Stabins described
the first beginnings. "We
were a college in
name only. We
had no employees, no office, no
president
and
oddly enough, no
money"
The first budget
was
$25,000.00. Mr.
Gates of the
Civil Service
Commission
loaned space (withStudents rushing Brighton C a m P l " Late M'5 courtesy MCC Archives
out
rent)
on
the third floor
late for classes and 3:30 an abandoned East High
o'clock p.m. with students School, until the Alexander at 39 Exchange Street To
rushing to escape back to Street campus was estab- get to the office two men
were required to open an
lished.
their personal space.
The college was brainMr. Hallaver shared his elevator door dating back
child of a Mr. Carl idea with Gordon Howe, to the Linooh Administration.
Hallaver, a self described Monroe County Board of
SEE THEN AND NOW
"drop out" who suffering Supervisors.
TURN TO PAGE 5
pangs of guilt over classes
Dr. Samuel J. Stabins, a
skipped or never attended,
decided that
Monroe
On September 24, 1971 County needed a commuthe local newspaper report- nity college of its own.
ed that Monroe Community
The First graduating
College was going to open class of 720 students
a pub in the location where crowding the corridors of
a snack bar once
stood. The student body and
administration
agreed - MCC
lacked school
spirit.
Two busiest
times of the day
on East Henrietta
Road are 8:00
o'clock every
morning with
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BY STAFF WRITER
ROBERT SHAW

On September 29, 2002
MCC mens soccer team
defeated Mercyhurst NE
19to0. MCC set two new
records in this game; most
point in a game (19) and
most points scored in a half
(12). The top three scoreer
where David Kontie (#2),
Aaron Webster (#4)and
Prico Houdanon(#17) scoring three goals this game.
The teams record at this
point is 5-2-1 and on
October 5 at 4:00pm, the
team has there home coming game agent Owens
C.C.

SEE A PICTURE
OF THE MEN'S
SOCCER TEAM
ON PAGE 10

With October comes celebration of Polish Heritage
Month. The Arts Council for Wyoming County will be
honoring Polish heritage and tradition throughout the
month.
Professor Gary Krolikowski of MCC's Psychology
Department has contributed artifacts and photographs that
will be included in this month long exhibit His maternal
grandparents immigrated in to Western New York in the
eary 1900's, purchased land and established what is now
the Wojtowicz family farm. The submitted photographs
depict Professor Krolikowski's immediate family in the
1920's through the 1960's.
The Arts Council is located in Perry, NY which is also
home to the largest Polish population in Wyoming
County; Professor Krolikowski provided his photographs
to Lucy and Pearl Siembida who are experts in local
Polish history and these two provided the Arts Council
with more artifacts and local historical tidbits.
Throughout the month of October, a film series entitled
"Dom Polski Hollywood" will show films (free of charge)
that star actors and actresses of Polish descent (Dom
Polski is the name of Perry's local social club.)
Nationally known Polish musicians will also perform
while classes will be offered in "Psanki" or the ancient
Polish craft of egg decorating. For more information,
please feel free to contact gary Krolikowski at gkrolikowski@monroecc.edu.

Committe on
Congressional
Educational
Funding
BY GUEST CONTRIBUTOR
Dan O'Hanlon

On September 16-18 I
attended to the CEF
(Committee on Congressional
Educational Funding) Gala in
Washington D.C. The main
purpose of this Gala was to
detail goals the CEF had for
the year. The other goal of this
event was being a fundraiser
by offering a dinner for $210. a
plate.
The conference was a
great opportunity to share
my thoughts and views of
Higher Education with
those that can and will
make a difference.
The keynote breakfast
speaker was Hillary Rodham
Clinton. Hillary spoke of
the need, this year especially with the Reauthorization
oftheHEA"65".
The lunch speaker was
Senator Edward Kennedy,
chairperson
of
the
Congressional Committee
on Education, Labor,
Health, and Pension. I
could not even attempt to
put his speech into words.
After his speech any person would have a passion
for the rights of education.
Mr. Kennedy was motivational and convincing.
I had the honor of meeting Senator Clinton at her
office and made a personal
request for her presence to
the March 2003 ASACC
conference. I then formally submitted my paperwork and letter of intent for
admission to Congressional
Hearings
on
Higher
Education on March 21,
2003.
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REFLECTIONS ON ICE OPEN
BY STAFF WRITER
JESSICA GASPAR

If you're looking
for a nice place
to sit down and
relax for lunch,
you may want to
try Reflections on
Ice, which is temporarily located
over at the ESL
Sports Centre on
campus.
The restaurant has been
located at ESL since the
beginning of the semester,
after having to move from its
original locatioin building 3
Next August, Reflections
will be returning to their
building 3 location. The
restaurant had to move from
there at the end of last
semester due to the construction that has left building 3
in an unrecognizable mess.
Before
Reflections
moved over to ESL, there
was already a bar and grill
located
there
called
"Centre Ice." The relationship between Reflections
and Centre Ice can almost
be classified as a partnership; Reflections operates

DAWN SALISBURY

Michellel Bartell (center) with her students at Reflections on Ice.

during the day and Centre
Ice is open at night.
Since Reflections is
located so far off campus,
there is a complimentary
shuttle service that can take
you to and from the Sports
Centre, so you don't have
to walk or lose your parking space. The shuttle can
be found outside of building 8 from 10:45am until
12:45pm.
Reflections offers a wide
variety of selections at reasonable prices. On their
menu, you can find an
assortment of salads, appetizers, pastas, hot and cold
sandwiches, and many
other entrees.
"There is something [on

Catch the Jitney to Reflections on Ice at ESL
Monday - Thursday • 9/17/02 - 12/5/02
Pick-Up/Drop-Off Schedule

^iitlrlinn ft

sm

Tower

ESL Sports Centre

the menu] for everybody,"
says Professor
Diane
Chasie, one of the advisors
of Reflections. Chasie also
commented
that
Reflections gives substantial portions and students
often leave with take-out
containers.
Along with Professor
Chasie, Michelle Bartell
also advises Reflections.
Bartell is in charge of the
kitchen staff.
The hours of operation
are from 11am until
1:20pm
Monday
Thursday, but guests can
only arrive up until
12:50pm.
Reflections
opens during the 3rd week
of each semester and closes
during the 14th week of the
semester.
For your convenience,
you can call ahead to make
reservations for lunch.
Currently, you can make
reservations by calling
extension 2581. There will
be a more convenient reservation line implemented
soon.
Reflections is not just
another place to eat, it's
also a course for the students involved.
The
Reflections staff consists of
MCC students that are
training to get a better feel
of what to expect when
working in or owning a
restaurant.
Reflections serves as a
hands-on lab for the students in the Food & Hotel
Tourism major and is worth
5-credits. Other students
can also take the class as an
elective, if they wish to
work there.
The students that operate
Reflections are on a rotation so that they all experience different aspects of a
restaurant environment.

One week, a student can
serve as a manager and the
next week, they'll be a host
or a busperson. This certainly gives the students
involved an immense
amount of experience in
the restaurant business.
The Reflections staff is
broken up into to classes.
The first class runs from
8am until 12pm. This class
completes all of the preparation for the second class:
making the specials, making the orders, and organizing that day's events. The
first class doesn't serve
people; the second class
does since they're the class
working during the normal
hours of operation.
"[It's] a good atmosphere," says Joe Pennica, a
returning MCC student that
works at Reflections as part
of the Food & Hotel
Tourism major. This is
Pennica's 3rd semester at
Reflections. He has been
with Reflections through
the move from the main
campus over to ESL. The
hardest part of his job is
"learning the new kitchen
and where everything is."
Renee Drake, a 1st semester MCC student, is also
taking Reflections as part
of the Food & Hotel
Tourism program. Since
she just
started
at
Reflections, she thinks that
the hardest part of working
at Reflections is the newness of the endeavor.
Drake is hoping to own her
own restaurant one-day and
thinks that her experience
at Reflections will be helpful with her career and
future aspirations.
OTake the 5-minute shuttle ride over to Reflections
today and enjoy the excellent service and great food!
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Weekly Gamer: U.S. Navy Seals for PS2
BY STAFF WRITER
SCOTT LOIACONO

will receive more copies
soon. So what is so cool
Welcome to my little cor- about this latest third perner of the Monroe Doctrine son shooter form Zipper
where you will find reviews Interactive? The game has
and news in the world of great graph, the controls are
video games. This article smooth and the game
takes a look at Socom's moves at 60 frames per secU.S. Navy Seals for Sony onds. You are a Navy Seal
Playstation 2.
in control of a group of four
This game has been out other Navy Seals and you
for about a month and it has have to undertake 12 differbeen a hot title. It has been ent missions. The missions
sold out at all the video include ambushes, recongame retailers around the naissance, demolitions and
area, but not to fear, they rescues missions. You will

travel the world and go to
places such as Thailand,
The
Congo,
and
Turkmenistan.
Another cool feature to
the game is that you can
play it online and play
against 16 players from all
over the world. Beware
though, it is broadband
only. The game comes with
a headset that you can issue
preset commands to your
men to do different things
in the game. The headset
can also be used for online

play as well. The game features more than 30 different
weapons, superior intelligence, intense training and
it is up to you as a Nave
Seal to protect the innocent.
Check it out at your local
video game store near you.
In other video game
news: Tekken 4 has been
released for the Sony
Playstation 2 and it has
been a hot seller for the
week ending 9/28/02.
Microsoft has purchased
the video game company

Rare this past week and
what does that mean to you
Xbox owners?
Intense
games and better titles coming out for the slow moving
system. But you will not
find games such as Donkey
Kong or Starfox on the
Xbox as they are Nintendo
exclusives. So watch for
Rare titles coming out soon.
Check back next issue
for more reviews and news
in the video game world.
E-mail Scott at:
scottyol0@yahoo.com.

Learning Leadership in Branchport, NY
Days and Special Times in on what it is that keeps
Branchport, NY.
bringing them back.
Spirits were high before
Melinda Thomas, who
Leadership is learned departure on Friday after- was back for her second
through experience, applied noon despite rain and remained time and representing CAB,
firsthand, used daily and that way all weekend. Even Latin Pride, PARC andWMCC,
enjoyed for two days at the as students were tested in is going to miss the retreats.
annual Leadership Retreat. various leadership and
"This was my last one, so
Fifty-one students from teamwork exercises, new it was nice to get together
20 clubs and organizations, friends were made, and with fellow leaders for one
including Damon City established relationships last time."
Campus participants, spent grew stronger. Students on
There are many reasons
the last weekend in their second or third retreat why students decide to go
September at Camp Good found themselves reflecting for the first time, second
BY NEWS EDITOR
AMANDA LUCUS

time, even third. It's fun,
it's growth through hands
on activities and is the start
of so many lasting friendships.
Tito Martinez, a Peer
Mentor, thought the best
part of the retreat was "getting to know other students
with similar, as well as very
different interests."
The growth that occurred
within groups and individuals was apparent by the

time the me left.
There were hugs, pictures,
exchanged numbers, smiles
and even a few tears as this
year's group of students and
advisors.
Of course we'd all probably be seeing each other in
school, but not like this.
For me leadership always
suggested an individual but
now I know that a group is
much greater than any individual can be.

about our Community College Scholars program for A&» M S or AS
deg re© candidates
In a "user friendly* transfer process
a free credit ©valuation
about low SUNY tuition rates, scholarships and financial aid availability
•

an internship in a career field of your choice as early as your first semester

* ^ t

the ranks of our alumni who are journalists, business entrepreneurs,
educators, researchers, computer programmers, psychologists etc.
out about the new, on-r.ite, graduate programs In Business and Education
offered by Long Island University's Westchester Graduate Center at Purchase

PURCHASE COLLEGE
A HIGHLY SELECTIVE FOUR-YEAR COLLEGE IN WESTCHESTER COUNTY WITH
DISTINCTIVE PROGRAMS iN THE LIBERAL, PERFORMING AND VISUAL ARTS
MAJORS ! ACTING I ANTHROPOLOGY I ART HISTORY
BIOLOGY CHEMISTRY I CINEMA STUDIES I CREATIVE WRITING
DANCE I DESIGN TECHNOLOGY I DRAMA STUDIES I DRAMATIC
WRITING I ECONOMICS I ECONOMICS WITH A BUSINESS
CONCENTRATION i ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE I FILM HISTORY
INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES (LIBERAL ARTS) JOURNALISM
LANGUAGE AND CULTURE: FRENCH, HEBREW, SPANISH LIBERAL
STUDIES*: ART, COMMUNICATIONS/MEDIA STUDIES, LEGAL STUDIES
LITERATURE ! MATH/COMPUTER SCIENCE I MEDIA, SOCIETY
AND THE ARTS I MUSIC ! NEW MEDIA 1 PHILOSOPHY
POLITICAL SCIENCE I PRE-LAW t PRE-MED PSYCHOLOGY
SOCIOLOGY i UNDECLARED i VISUAL ARTS I WOMEN'S STUDIES

SIGN

for a free Information Session and Tour at:
purchase.edu/admissions/adm visit.asp or
Email us at: transfer@purchase.edu
Visit us on-line at: www.purchase.edu
Call us at: 914-251-6300

PURCHASE COLLEGE
S T A T E

'Liberal Studies programs for adult learners

U N I V E R S I T Y

O
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Realms Of Existance
BY STAFF WRITER
BEJAN BAHAI

The examination, reflection, and understanding of
the various realities of existence compose a complex
terrain over which ours souls
advance and progress along
the path of human endeavor.
The various realms of
existence can be classified
within the following model.
Physically, we understand our world through our
senses alone, much the
same way animals do.
Based solely on our abilities to sense our environment we are certainly captives of nature. The laws of
nature govern our lives. We
must eat, sleep, and drink;
in general we are bound by
various physiological restraints
and requirements.
Physical attributes such
as beauty, wealth, and strength
form the basis and motivation for many physical relationships that humans develop. The surface of human
depth and potential is not
even grazed by the shallow
nature of such relationships;
although in the absence of

other realms of knowledge.
We examine what we
have observed physically
and process it on a slightly
deeper level. Using this
deeper level of insight into
our own realities we create
relationships that may include
but do not require a physical
unionofany kind. Emotional relationships exist between
friends, family and all those
we share experiences with.
Common experiences form
a commonality by which
people can relate to one
another, which is the very
definition of relationship.
Having had emotional
experiences in our lives, we
swiftly learn which emotions are preferred.
With disregard for other
realms of knowledge, if we
used emotions alone we
would formulate preferences such as: career choices, entertainment, human
relationships (casual and
sexual), and even the food
we eat, according to the
emotions we believe they
will inspire. Therefore, our
emotional nature accounts
for many of the decisions
we make in our lives.

CELEBRATE
II1NI iMIC
[ERITAGE
MOITH
Experience traditional Latino
dancing with Latin, African,
and Brazilian Dance Company
BAT A CON PIES
All dance levels welcome
No dance experience
necessary
Date: Mon Oct 14th
Time: College Hour (12:00pm)
Place: Building 10 in the
Dance Studio
Sponsored by: Campus Activities Board

Does your club have an
upcoming event...then
advertise in the Monroe
Doctrine. Drop off any
submission to either
our mail box or office
(3-109).

TAKINGSIDES

with KELLY and VICTOR
Dear Kelly & Victor:
I was with a person; let's
call him "Dan ", for a little over 3 years. He lied to
me and hid things from
me, and I couldn't deal
with it, so I left him on
August 30. On September
13, I started seeing someone else. "Dan" is very
upset about it. He wasn 't
friends with my new guy,
and he doesn't want to
maintain a friendship
with me anyway. Does he
have a right to be angry if
I'm just trying to move on
with my life ?

If you would like advice from
Kelly & Victor, email
kelly @ relationshipscards. com.
Visit Kelly's website at
www. relationshipcards. com

Kelly: Emotional ties can
be very difficult to break,
and I give you credit for
having the ability to let go
of something that wasn't
right for you, and moving
on with your life. It shows
that you are a strong peson,
and I think that 'Dan' realizes this as well. It may be a
little difficult for 'Dan' to
deal with, because he is not
in control of the situation.
So, does 'Dan' have a right
to be angry? Sure. 'Dan' is
entitled to feel whatever he
wants. However, I don't
think he has the right to burden you with his feelings,
and you should probably
remind him that those issues
are his, and not yours! Let
him know that the anger he
is dealing with is a consequence of his own actions,
and most of all, let him
know that you refuse to feel
guilty. So, relax, and enjoy
your new guy, because the
old one is simply suffering
from a bruised ego. (That's
what happens when you get
kicked to the curb!)

Victor: Every story
has two sides and all I
have is yours. Going on
that much here are my
comments... To answer
your question: Does he
have a right to be mad
even though you are
just trying to move on?
Yes, he does. I know I
would be at least. Let's
be honest here sister...
you would be too. Don't
lie. I mean, seriously,
you can move on without dating someone
else. You have had no
time to heal from his socalled lies and deceiving. You have had no
time to yourself in the
last 3 yrs. and I think
you need that. Even if
you think you are doing
fine and you are ready...
think again.

him. Think this new guy
through before you
make any more moves.
Not that you have to
break up with him and
get with the ex again,
but think about the big
picture for YOU and
nobody
else. Two
weeks is not a very long
time to grieve after a 3
yr. relationship. Are you
sure about this new guy
or is he a band-aid?
You met him right after
you broke up with your
ex and that, in the relationship world, is called
a rebound. Rebounding
into another relationship so quickly might
feel good but is not
healthy. Hopefully you
have not doomed yourself for another break
up in the near future
when
your own reality
Why is he mad? Who
knows...could be jeal- sets in. If you are jumpousy, he could be wor- ing in to the relationried, he may even feel ship pool again you betbad for what he did or ter be sure you can
did not do, and this is a swim!
big slap in the face to

MONROE DOCTRINE

THEN AND NOW
FROM FRONT COVER
Classes began in fall of 1962.
Students paid a tuition of $300.00
per year.
The original sign hanging outside the campus on Alexander
Street was vandalized Halloween
Night after opening; fell to the
ground in a wind storm a week or
two later and finally was stolen.
The public record, September 18,
1963, has preserved the commentary: "The sign was jinxed".
Jinxed or not, MCC sustained
remarkable growth. The East
Avenue location had space limitations and enrollment was capped at
1800 students until a new campus
was constructed in its present location.
Only three buses operated between
the south Avenue bus line and the
present Brighton site. MCC's campus was described as, "an underde-
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veloped area, inconvenient and
inaccessible for commuting students".
Seventeen-year-old Judith Ellen
Lee of Pittsford designed the official Monroe Community College
Seal. The symbolic meaning of the
Seal equates the four darkened
parts of the outside circle to mean
the four corners of the earth, and
the gold areas indicate the greatest
benefit of light attained through
education that would come to the
community because of the college.
The first scholarship fund contained $4,300.00, the sum of three
lesser amounts donated by Louis
Wolk, his brother Paul and the
Laemlein Massare Post, Veterans
of Foreign Wars. To contrast modern events to this humble beginning,
a Class of 1964 MCC Graduate donated anonymously $1,000,000 to the
Schools scholarship fund in 1994.
I was asked by the Editor in
Chief to write comments on "Then
and now". My comments pale in

comparison to the efforts "way
back when" by those who followed
a vision and brought it to the present state we students enjoy.
I attended MCC between 1976
and 1979 before returning to earn
an associate degree in one of the
technologies offered at the
Brighton Campus.
MCC in 1970 was a different college. The halls had more geeks and
nerds with their calculators and
slide rules strapped for public
viewing on pant belts.
Winters were harsher in the
1970's and parking space close to
any entrance was premium, and
worth the ticket, especially when
winter wind reigned.
There were less obstructions to
break the wind and snow would
drift at times across the hallways
after sneaking through what
seemed to be perfectly sealed windows.
The size of the present campus,
with its new buildings is remark-

able with many more buildings and
many more services then were once
offered.
MCC, a college intended at
inception to address the challenge
of providing to the community
individuals educated in the technical trades, and preparing students
for transfer to four-year schools has
not lost its vision.
The success of MCC to sustain
its mission is obvious when comparing in numbers the first graduating class of 60-degree candidates
and 19 students attaining Certificates
of Completion to the number of
students present.
MCC's future is tied directly to
the motivation and efforts of the
Student body. As we flourish so
shall the college. MCC provides an
opportunity for attaining knowledge that allows for attaining of
dreams and aspirations, access to
four year schools and employment.

COMIC STRIP
SUBMISSIONS ARE
ALWAYS WECLOME.
DROP OFF YOUR
WORK AT THE MD
OFFICE (3-109).

Jammie session!
JOE BOXER
Now at Kmart

©2002 Kmart* Corporation
62002 JOE BOXER CO., LLC.
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WHAT'S THAT SMELL? IT'S SKUNK HOUR
MCC's First
Skunk Hour
starts with a
Stink
BY STAFF WRITER
Dally Morales

Skunk Hour not a very
descriptive name for a club,
but a clever one. The reason
for the peculiar name is the
poem Skunk Hour, which is
read at the beginning of
each meeting. I asked Tony
Leuzzi, co-creator of Skunk
Hour, "Why did you chose
that particular poem?" He
replied, because it's something goofy, fun, and original. I think it puts you in the
mood of the club.
Skunk Hour is a creative
reading series that is sponsored by the English/
Philosophy Department. It
gives faculty and staff
members the opportunity to
read their works to an audience of their peers, students, and members of the
community. I asked one of
the readers from last meeting, Chris Otero-Piersant,
what he thought of the
opportunity to read for an
audience? And he said, "
It's great because it gives
MCC faculty the opportunity to see more of each
other." He also commented,

"it's exciting to get to know
your peer through their
writing." He must not be
the only person who feels
this way because Skunk
Hour has been a very successful event for four years.

not knowing what to expect
I had very little knowledge
on the club. The first reader
was Judi Salsburg she was a
delightful person to listen
to. I really enjoyed it when
she pulled out a chambe (a

VASELIY BAZIUK

Last Friday September 27th Judi Salsburg, and Chris OteroPiersant read their poems and essays at the Skunk Hour. Salsburg
read one if her poemswhile playing the bongo. Tony Leuzzi (center)
of English and Philosophy Department at MCC is one of the co-creators of the Skunk Hour.

Part of the reason for the
success of the club is the
well-balanced program of
readers from all over the
college organized by the
co-creators Tony Leuzzi
and Barbara Lovenheim.
I attended the meeting on
Friday September 27th and
had the pleasure of hearing
Judi Salsburg and Chris
Otero-Piersant. I went in

drum like instrument) and
recited her poem "Bake All
Night." It was a really nice
poem but the chambe
enhanced the experience
and left an image in my
head. Now when I think of
Skunk Hour I remember
her sitting with it and reading her poem. Then Chris
Otero-Piersant read a few
poems. He is a wonderful

person to listen to as well
he has a wonderful personality and which makes listening to him a delightful
experience. Through his
poems you can tell a lot
about him. He's very close
to his family because he
speaks a lot about them. Of
all his poems what still
lingers in my mind is the
essay he read it was based
on his experiences after
September 11th and his
nicknames and how they
seem to change to reflect
the times. His nickname
now is Mufik, which does
reflect the time we are living in. He is Puerto Rican
but at airports is profiled as
a Muslim-American and
gets stopped and checked.
He also has been stopped
several times by the police
after September 11th. His
experiences make you think
twice about yourself. It
really got me thinking
about if I pre-judge people
by their looks. But he takes
it with pride.
I enjoyed Skunk Hour
and would recommend it to
a friend because you come
out learning a lot about the
people who have read. I
think die English/ Philosophy
department has got themselves a great program here.

Vinne G: Awaiting The Ohh's and
Ahh's Of The Crowd
STAFF WRITER
ROBERT RAMOS

Awaiting the ohh's and
ahh's, the magician went
through his bit. In spite of
the tough crowd, Vinnie
was able to get the desired
reaction.
Explaining tricks that he
has done at conventions,
and other magic shows.
Including a trick done at
what is considered the
Grand Nationals of Magic
in France.
He explained a trick that
he created in memory of
friends lost on 9/11. It
involves three sponge balls.
Vinnie put one into a volun-

He also
performed
another trick where he took
a signed dollar bill and lit it
on fire before the audience's eyes.
He explained that it was
the end of that dollar and
there was no getting it back.
Just moments later, he then
made the dollar bill reappear from within his shoe.
The audience knew it
VASILJY BAZIUK
was the same bill because
Last Tuesday September 24th magician Vincent Giuliano amazed
of the signature.
many of MCC's students with his magic. Here he is performing one
of his coin tricks toa vigilant crowd of MCC students.
In all, it was a very good
show of illusion and magic,
teer's hand, leaving two on teer opened her hand and which left people confused
the table.
was amazed to find two and bewildered, and made
He made one of the two sponge balls.
others guess, "Where did it
on the table disappear and
Vinnie explained that for go?"
made it reappear in the vol- him, it signified unity in a
unteer's hand. The volun- time of need.
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WHAT DOES
SCHOOL MEAN
TO YOU?
STAFF WRITER

TRENT CULBERTSON
STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

ASHLEE WOODRUFF
Scott Garland
Communication Major

David Drake
Computer Information Major

Steve Ange
Communication Major

Without school
how am I going
to expand m y ^ ^
knowledge in life? / /

School for me is
a place were I
can grow strong
personally and
mentally as I
continue in the
adventure of

my studies, j l j i

What school means
to me is that there
is a place in this
world to go and
learn the necessary
instructions in life^ y

Anna Krapivina
Biology Major
Sara Winnicki
Education Major

Jhonathan Vanwicklen
Liberal Arts Major

School is the only
way I can pave
myself for a better
success in life.^ ^

At least I know
that when I
attend school,
there will be
one less
ignorant person
in this world. 1

Education is the
key to build a
better foundation

in life, f Jl
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The Future Builders of America
Every Friday from 12-1
In Building 9-105

"He
Professional Haunters since 1988, offering three levels of Intensity
7his is Monroe County's most unique, versatile and largest Haunted Walt

HAUNTED TOURS:
October 11 & 12,18 & 19 and 24, 25 & 26 from 7-11 pm
Admission: $9.00 per "victim"
Tm> levels of intensity to choose from...
ysteanJEfiffltJEan- the most intimate ex-FEAR-ience in ait of Monroe
County and not recommended for children under 12 or Chickens.
Novice Fear Fan- the same walk without the intimacy for those younger
Fear Fans and Chickens.

UN-HAUNTED TOURS:
October 12 & 13,19 & 20, 26 & 27 from 11 am - 4 pm
Admission: $ 3 . 0 0 per " V i c t i m *
A behind the scenes tour of the Haunt 2002 without the interaction
of \m characters or the darkness. It is geared for children and Chickens
who are warming up to the idea of a Haunted House.
The Garden Factory provides <
during these daytime hours,
S ^ F \
/'| A

laser hair & vascular removai
esthetic skin services

i and activities for children and their families*

ALL NEW

Let us IKX you and your family to

$5.00 off any esthetic service

7000 Sq.ft. ,,•

The HAUNT 2002 is totally indoors
with plenty of free parking, food,
beverages, prizes and raffles
held on-site nightly.
WE DARE YOU TO ENTER!

120 Scenes and
30 +Performers,

cuitomittd f«iu/ and body
I tkin cow treatments wing
innoretive Dermo/opco'* product*.

Sponsored in part by: :

SUNY Institute of Technology awards
scholarships to more than 20% of new students!
Apply for admission and send us your current

Th

^Monroe Doctrine
MONROE COMMUNITY COLLEGE
1000 E. Henrietta Rd.
Rochester, NY 14623

college transcript and we'll consider you for a
scholarship-automatically!

-

Scholarships are first-come, first-served - so
apply early!

Scholarships to be awarded to
incoming transfer students each semester. These merit-based
scholarships include:
• $1,000 Presidential Scholarships
1

$750 Dean's Scholarships

• $1,000 & $ 7 5 0 Phi fheta Kappa Scholarships
1
1

Advertising Inquiries
Production Inquiries
Fax
Edditor ial Inquiries
E-Mail

Editor-in-Chief
Co-Editor
Production Editor
Photography Editor

Advisors

$500 Residential Scholarships
Plus a variety of Individual & Corporate Scholarships

Thomas P. Proietti
Robyn Malloy
Brian Managan

www.sunyit.edu • admissions@suny1t.edu

585.427.8909
585.292.2492
MonroeDoc@Hotmail.com

Editorial Staff

$2,000 Minority Honors Scholarships.

1-866-2-SUNYIT

•585.292.2539
585.292.2540

Alan Harissis
Ron Starkweather
Nalina Chellam
Vasiliy Baziuk

Lori Moses
Allyson Todd-Howe

Publication Information
The content of this issue is © Copyright 2002 by The
Monroe Doctrine, and may not be reprinted in part or in
whole without the expressed written consent of the editorial staff of the Monroe Doctrine.

Submissions
Editorial submissions of any kind are welcome and will be
published at the discretion of the editorial staff.

Circulation
3,000 copies
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MCC'S Women's Soccer Team
Works to Defend
National Title

of controlling the midfield. This with it. The coaching staff feels very
year's team will be led by captains; confident in her abilities to control the
Rachel Petrillo, Anna Marshall, defense. Her speed and ability to go
The women's soccer program at Christa Windhorst, and Kelly Bailie. lvs.l is a dangerous asset. Marshall a
Monroe Community College is the These four bring tremendous maturi- two sport standout at MCC can play
most successful community college ty, dedication, and leadership to the anywhere she is needed. Her fitness,
women's soccer program in the coun- squad. Each captain brings unique mentality, and physical strength make
try. The Lady Tribunes proher relentless where ever she
gram began in the early 80's
is on the field. Finally we
and since then has gone to the
have our "luck of the Irish"
NJCAA National Tournament
Kelly Bailie. Bailie is also
every year but one. Just this
another one of those players
that can play anywhere. Her
past year (2001) they won
competitiveness and technical
their sixth national title. So
ability make her impossible to
with that said this year's
beat. Last year she was named
squad is back with some new
an NJCAA All-American. She
faces to try and conquer the
also led the team in goals.
same goal. The 2002 team has
nine freshmen that come from
So far MCC is ranked 5th
as far as Colorado and a close
in the country. The seasoned
as Henrietta and Fairport. A
opened up in Arizona with
handful of those, freshman,
two very competitive westcoast teams. The Lady
also come from the Syracuse and
the Buffalo area. Kristina
•Tribunes won their first game
Cristofori (Fairport) brings
ASHLEE WOODRUFF defeating
San
Diego
exceptional playing experi- Kristina

christofori takes the ball up aginst Genesee Community

ence to the Lady Triubunes. College.
She has been a member of the
Empire State Team for several years
and has also been a regional player for
the Olympic Development Program
(ODP). As a high school senior she
was heavily recruited by St. John's
University,
Syracuse
University,
University of Buffalo, and many other
division one programs. With her style
of play and talent she will be in charge

Community College at Me

3-1 and then went on to play
the host college Mesa
qualities that will help guide this team Community College of Arizona that
to post season play. Windhorst, is one following morning. MCC lost 3-1 but
of the two goalkeepers on board this was able to out shoot their opponent
year. She has a very intimidating pres- 26-15. With the team's first loss under
ence in the goal and isn't afraid to lay their belt they game back eager to
her self out to make a save. Petrillo is work out some early season glitches.
a hard nose defender and the anchor Since then they have out scored their
of MCC's defense. She knows when opponents 30-1.
to go for the ball and always comes up

SPORTS SNAP SHOTS

ROBERT SHAW

Monre Community College's record setting men's team

VASILTY BAZIUK 1

MCC's Tara Craddock tries to put one over the net
in a home game against Jamestown Community
College on September 24th. Despite the teams
efforts MCCwas defeated.

ASHLEE WOODDRUFF
Monroe Community College's Women's Softball
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Monroe Readies for Another Run at the Title
Monroe
Comunitty
College's
Women's
Basketball
Defend's Their
National Title

COMPLIED REPORTING

After suffering their only
loss of the season last year
at the national tournament
in Hagerstown, MD. The
Monroe Community College
women's basketball has
reloaded and is ready to
recapture the national title
they won in 2001.
Monroe had a great off-season.
Coach Tim
Parrinello has signed some
of the best junior college
recruits in the country.
Including 6'2" center
Demina Anderson from the
Bronx, NY, 5'9" guard Tara
Walker from Jersey City,
NJ,6'2" center Kelly Davis
from Oxford, 5'8" Erynn
Clapp from Lima, NY, 5'8"
Randy Knight, Ossining,

NY, 5' 11" guard Melissa
Gathers
from
Upper
Marlboro, MD, 5'5" point
guard Nastassia Boucicault
from Brooklyn, NY. 5'10"
guard Catlin MacPherson
from Livonia, NY, 5'11"
forward Dezara Williams
from Rochester, NY, 5'6"
point guard Kim Spreng
from Elmira, NY. These
players
along
with
returnees
Taneisha
McCroskey 13ppg, Sharon
Billups 6 ppg, Mary Ahrens
(Gates Chili) 5ppg and first
team All-Amercian Janitha
Knight (13 points, 11
rebounds) will be a formidable group
This season the road to
the national tournament
will be a bit tougher than in
the past. Monroe went out
and scheduled some of the
best teams in the country, in
an effort to get prepared for
the tournament. The Lady
Tribunes will start the season in Texas against some
of the top ranked teams in
division I junior college.
They will return home to

host the Pete Pavia tournament which they have invited very talented teams out
of Connecticut, Ohio, and
Rhode Island. The rest of
Monroe's schedule includes
top 20 ranked teams in both
division I and II NJCAA.
The improved schedule is a
concerted effort to garner
exposure for the players
and to prepare Monroe for
the regional tournament in
March.
Coach Parrinello feels
that the Lady Tribunes will
have a good chance to continue their national success
this year. "If we stay
healthy we stand a great
chance of being there in the
end. Our returning class is
small but Janitha Knight
and Taneisha McCroskey
are highly recruited athletes
who have already received
scholarship offers," said
Parrinello. "I think top to
bottom we have a very
good recruiting class. Some
of the freshman will need to
develop quickly because
they will be forced into

action right away." The
freshman may need to
develop quickly but coach
Parrinello can rely on the
fact that these are freshman
who come with some accolades and experience.
Transfer Natassia Boucicault
was an all-state in Florida
last year at Broward CC,
Tara Walker scored 2,500
points in high school and
was a first team all-state in
New Jersey. Melissa Gathers
was signed by Syracuse
University before needing a
junior college. Demina
Anderson was a first team
All-NYC and player of the
year in the public school
athletic league. Kelly Davis
will stay one year and then
will play for LeMoyne
College on a scholarship.
Erynn Clapp a three-sport
star out of Honeoye FallsLima High School and
Caitlin Macpherson from
Livonia played in the
Ronald McDonald all-star
game and were super 15
players Kim Spreng was
player of the year in Elmira.

Randy Knight made 6th
team All-State. Dezara
Williams as player of the
year in the Rochester City
league.
As Monroe readies itself
for the reason there should
be some interested on lookers. '1 receive about two calls a
day from division I schools
wanting to get our schedule
and wanting to know if they
can come to practices.
Schools
like
Temple,
Maryland, Rutgers, and
Tulsa are schools that have
contacted Parrinello. "We
take pride in the fact that
these schools are picking up
the phone and calling us
about players. Our reputation is growing as a school
that graduates out not only
good players but also good
kids. That is all due to the
success of our former players we have had." If the
Lady Tribunes are half as
good as advertised then
they are an act you should
not miss.

Softball Team Says THE NFL AT A GLANCE
Thank You for New
Softball Complex:
BY STAFF WRITER
LOU SANTONASTAOS

The NFL is a quarter into its season, yet
there have been many surprises.
The biggest surprise is the St. Louis
Rams. The Rams, considered by many
COMPILED REPORTING
experts to be this year's favorite to win the
Super Bowl are winless. Quarterback Kurt
"I would like to say thank you to everyone who has Warner broke his pinky finger on his
pipported the construction and maintenance of the new throwing hand against The Dallas
Softball complex," says head coach Robb Digiacomo. Cowboys and will be out of action for at
"Having the ability to practice and play games on campus least two months. The Struggling Rams,
tve us the ability to attract more prospective Softball who up to this year had the most explosive
players. Plus it will increase our home attendance." offense in the League.
•; .
DiGiacomo has been the head coach of the women's softThe New England Patriots; who were
ball team for four years. In his four years he has gradual- regarded as having a fluke-season last year
ly made the softball team at MCC a regional powerhouse. by winning the Super Bowl, are proving
He has recruited many players from all over New York their critics wrong. Quarterback Tom
State and now with the addition of the new softball field Brady continues to shine for_the Pats, putbe feels it will really up the program's visibility. The pro- ting up incredible numbers in the passing
gram is please to have a strong returning class and lots of game. Let's not forget the Raiders. With
talented freshman to contribute to the new season. Rich Gannon, Jerry Rice and Rod Woodson,
DiGiacomo is especially happy to have sophomore, All- the Raiders are showing the league they
American Anna Marshall back. "Marshall's intangible lead- can still play while they dismantle their
ership should be able to bridge the gab between the fresh- opposition with ease.
taan and the sophomores. Not to mention she was ranked
The worst teams could possibly be
Nonally in bases stolen and in batting." When asked what Cincinnati and the New York Jets. The
Marshall's thoughts on the new complex were it brought
Bengals have not won a game and have
I huge smile to her face. "It will be nice to finally play at changed quarterbacks three times this year.
lome instead of at McAvoy. It will be so much easier for They have been blown out in all of their
k students to come out and support our team," said games and Coach Dick Lebeau might be
Marshall. "Instead of piling into cars and driving to our the first coach this year to get the ax.
lome games and practices we can walk 200 yards to our Cincinnati has not had a winning season
pv plush campus field." The construction started and was since 1990. Meanwhile the Jets offense
kmpleted in the fall of 2001. This fall (2002) marks the has struggled mightily averaging fou
Inaugural season at MCC.
points a game since their thirty seven-point

outburst in the season opener at Buffalo.
There haven't been any coaching changes
of yet, but the front-runners could be
Cincinnati's Dick Lebeau, the Jets Herman
Edwards, if the offense continues to struggle and St Louis's Mike Martz. Detroit's
Marty Mornhinweg appeared to be on the
hot seat, but quarterback Joey Harrington
with an upset victory at home last week
against undefeated New Orleans may have
given coach Mornhinweg some breathing
room.
There have been a few quarterback changes
in this young NFL season where young talent such as Chad Pennington taking over
quarterback duties for the N.Y. Jets and
Joey Harrington getting the start in week
three over Mike McMahon for the Lions.
Meanwhile, Tommy Maddox has taken
over for mistake prone Kordell Stewart and
the Bengals will plug anyone in -who will
just get them a victory.
The old cliche goes the teams that start
off the best usually make the playoffs. So
are we to say that the Minnesota Vikings
and St. Louis Rams might as well look
toward next season? With the new alignment of divisions this year, it means there
will be four division winners and two wildcard winners. It will make it harder for
teams this year than of past seasons
because of two at large berths compared to
three. Like we have learned from previous
seasons, these are the pros and any team
can beat another on any given day regardless of their records.

AARON AUSTIN

SCOTT LOIACONO

MERCER
GALLERY
PROFESSORS,
THINKING OUT OF
THE BOX
The Mercer Gallery: MCC Visual Art
Faculty Exhibition
"Aesthetically challenging, original,
contemporary Artwork."
Show running through October 11,
2002.

SCOTT LOIACON(

BY STAFF WRITER
AARON AUSTIN

Fred Burger:
"My photography is generally inspiried by the world
around me. While I am constantly working to process the
images that I see in daily life or through my travels to different location, I try to synthesize what I observe into an
impression through my photography."

AARON AUSTIN

Julianna Furlong-Williams:
"Whenever I work, it's always important to deal with
my own personal world. Whether or not I communicate
specific emotions or messages, isn't the thing that motivates me. I paint because the act of painting moves me. I
hope the work has honesty."
Kathleen Farrell:
"How I Learned to Shut My Mouth is all about women.
The names are of many influential women throughout history. Sort of a tribute to those people that didn't obey
societies rules for woman to keep their mouths shut."
Gerry Lamarsh:
"Entropus simply means the work of entropy. So the
images are of objects that are in a state of transfer that
cannot be recovered, which is a state that most of us are
in."

AARON AUSTD

